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Design that nurtures, comforts, moves, attracts and manifests abundance. Are you ready for change? Rumors
promise it will be a year of harmony yet a mountain is a mighty big force to move. Eminent astrologers are
predicting we can expect standoffs too. The month before the lunar calendar shift is a perfect time to prepare
for the change. The clarity helps us to get an objective distance on the internal conflict. If you have trouble
sleeping this practice can restore energy, enthusiasm and reverse the downward spiral of pessimism. Also if
you have a problem to solve the answer may appear spontaneously. If you never use your front door only
entering through the garage this can cause a sense of suffocation in the house. Or open it nine times a month.
The front door represents Helpful People. Create a well-defined path with lush greenery, colorful plants and
lighting. We need for Helpful People have to know where you find us. Staying home and playing it safe was
important, but making a livelihood is too. This Feng Shui solution can turn our finances to flowing again.
Keep in mind the stove is symbolic of our finances. A vent or microwave over our stove oppresses it.
Applying green above our stove will lift the energy, creating more opportunities for money to come to us: If a
three dimensional wind mill is used, make sure the spokes move. The movement will get your luck with
finances moving again. A clear, bright sky represents heaven. The mirror may allow the kingdom of heaven to
penetrate the material world bringing prosperity. We need the right advisers. We need not find someone who
will send us down the wrong path. The front right corner of our property is the Helpful People corner. Place
something here that has weight like a statue of a deity, a bird bath or a rock from Mt. Tai Shan or a sacred site.
Turn the Pre-Heaven Ba-gua flat mirror is preferable but convex will work upside down; place Earth three
broken lines at the top, and Heaven three solid lines at the bottom and adhere to the door jam or wall over the
front door. Heaven is below and Earth is above. This reversal of positions brings Heaven to Earth. It has all the
answers to all the questions you will ask. You can learn to trust your guidance when you create a consistent
practice of meditation. It will keep you safe. Supreme Yoga Section One. Stop for three days and start again.
Perform the cures and ceremonies visualize this is helping our neighbors, the community, the city, the state,
the country and the world. What I have discovered about our homes is that creating a heart healthy space leads
to peace and contentment. The bedroom is where it begins. Start with my complimentary pdf: Design your
space to your best advantage.
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But feng shui can help you invite more money and abundance into your life. Feng shui helps create an
environment conducive to attracting wealth by consciously placing objects in certain ways. However,
remember that the environment alone does not guarantee success and prosperity, nor is it a substitute for
working toward your goals. Advertisements Keeping that in mind, you can use feng shui to create an
environment of abundance in your home and mind, and bring you success and wealth. Here are some simple
tips to use feng shui to attract money and wealth to your home. Make your front door attract money. Your
front door determines the quality of energy that will flow through your entire house. So, keep your main entry
area clean, fresh and flowing. The idea is to make the flow of energy to the front door very smooth,
resembling flowing water. The door should be strong and sturdy, and open widely without squeaking. It
should be of a good proportion in comparison to the house as a whole. If you have a bigger house, you need a
bigger front door. Bring a sense of beauty to your main entry area with nice door hardware and paint. The
welcome mat should be bright and fresh. Remove any recycling bins, cracked old pots or other items blocking
the flow of energy to your front door. Find your feng shui money area. Various traditions of feng shui suggest
different wealth areas to your home or room. One is the southeast section of your home or room, and the other
is the back left corner of the room if you are facing the room from the entrance. Clean your money corner.
Clutter can negatively influence many areas of your life and can neither attract nor keep the energy of wealth.
Remove any unnecessary items that that create visual clutter. It could be dead plants, garbage cans or bags,
and any items that remind you of people, places or things you prefer not to think about. Also, take care of
anything that represents money negatively like unpaid bills, mortgage payment reminders and receipts of
things you regret purchasing. Clean your refrigerator, closets, drawers, surfaces and light fixtures. Repair
broken items or repaint old items if needed. A broken and dripping tap represents a constant loss of wealth.
Once you have cleared this space, clean it by dusting, sweeping and mopping. Display symbols of wealth.
Display feng shui symbols of wealth that speak to you of wealth and abundance. Store your change in a glass
bowl in your wealth area to form the image of abundance and wealth. Also, do not take money out of the jar
and make sure to keep adding more to it. Let it symbolize that you want your money to keep growing. Use
various symbols of money in your wealth corner, such as Monopoly or any money board games, piggy banks,
your jewelry box and savings account statements. Also include images of money, pictures of the house or car
you dream of having, or anything that represents wealth to you. A wealth ship is another popular symbol of
wealth in feng shui. The wealth ship must be laden with lots of gold coins and precious stones and jewels. It is
believed that this wealth ship will not only help you grow your money but also protect your existing wealth
from getting depleted. The wealth ship should be placed in the money corner of your living room, in such a
way that it appears to be sailing into your home from the main door. Keep adding gems or coins to it once a
month. You can even add foreign currency to attract wealth from around the world. Do not place the wealth
ship in a bedroom, kitchen and bathroom. Never display empty ships. Hanging wind chimes or Chinese coins
tied together with a red ribbon is also believed to attract wealth. Make sure to use coins in increments of three,
six or eight â€” with eight being the most powerful money-manifesting number. Add water elements to your
house. Water is an ancient symbol of abundance. So, place a water fountain in the wealth corner of your home.
Make sure the fountain is well lit and the water is moving toward your home instead of outward. Placing a
dragon figurine beside a water feature is also believed to attract wealth. If a fountain is not possible in your
home, display images of flowing water like a waterfall or a fast-moving river. Do not use a water element in
your bedroom as it will negatively impact your finances. You can even place a fish aquarium in the southeast
part of your home with dragon fish or arowana. According to feng shui, the golden-yellow arowana fish is
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regarded as the representative of unlimited wealth. The fish is believed to bring good fortune and generate new
sources of income. Just make sure the aquarium is big, clean and well-oxygenated. Keep the fish well-fed,
healthy and happy. You can even place the aquarium in front of the entry gate of your house. Attract wealth
with plants. Place plants with round leaves that look like coins in your wealth area. Some examples are
dieffenbachia, jade or silver dollar plants. Using plants with red or purple flowers will add to the effect.
Thorny plants or plants with stiff, pokey leaves should be avoided. Bamboo is considered very lucky in feng
shui because of its strong growth. Bamboo is usually placed in a glass pot, but if your plant is placed in a
ceramic pot, tie a metal coin to it. Your bamboo plant should have eight stalks, as eight is the most powerful
number for wealth and abundance. A money plant also represents money and prosperity. Besides beauty and
grace, flowers bring flourishing good luck and fortune to your home. It can be fresh flowers, a flower painting
or image, or artificial or silk flowers. Try to put colored flowers like red or purple in the wealth area of your
home. Avoid dried flowers, as they represent death and decay in feng shui. Citrine crystals are known for
attracting wealth. Another popular wealth stone is pyrite. Gem trees with amethyst, citrine, coral, pearl or
agate crystals are also said to attract wealth. Place them in your money corner. Mirrors act as wealth magnets.
They bring joy, prosperity, wealth and abundance. Place a mirror in your dining area in such a way that it
reflects the dining table. A mirror with a gold frame, preferably in a square or rectangular shape, is the best
choice. Gold, green, brown, purple, red, yellow, blue and black are the colors for wealth in feng shui. Different
shapes are believed to bring the right kind of energy to your money corner. Rectangles, squares and wavy
shapes can be easily introduced. Keep your kitchen well-maintained. The kitchen symbolizes nourishment,
hence it is considered to be the most important part of your home. Ensure that it is bright and spacious. If you
have a small kitchen, make it seem bigger by adding mirrors so you get the sense of expansiveness. If the
entrance to your kitchen is not visible from the area where you work, use mirrors to allow you to see the
entrance. Keep your stove clean and rotate among the burners when cooking. Using the same burner
represents limitedness. Keep the trash can out of sight. Place symbols of abundance like green and purple
grapes, nine round oranges or fresh flowers in the wealth area of your kitchen. Let your wealth slip in through
your garden. Make your garden look and feel beautiful. Add a water element to your garden, such as an
outdoor fountain with floating gold bells. Design gentle curving pathways for smooth energy flow. Place
metal figurines like turtles or wind chimes in your garden. Add red or purple flower to attract wealth. Spackle
over any holes in the wall. Holes in a wall left by pins, nails, screws and even wall sockets can leak energy
away from your house. Plug something into the socket so the holes are not visible to stop the energy leak.
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But then I thought, what am I loosing by decorating my home. Its like a miraculous force working either to
your advantage or disadvantage. Good feng shui is about organising your home in a way that affects you in a
positive manner. This means every object in your house. And when i say every object I mean from the
placement of your mirror to your bed to your couch to the plant that looks like it might just be dying. But I
would say feng shui decorating is not just moving furnitures. Its about selecting certain objects for a very
systematic placement. For Example Did You Know: If you placed a water fountain in the "wealth corner" of
your living room you can attract wealth and prosperity into your life. I will tell you everything you need to
know about using fengshui tips and rules to achieve the wealth and social status you feel you deserve or to
bump into your prince charming or snow white. You dont have to wait all your life. You will be able to attract
8 types of good luck. Wealth- Are you sick of falling back into financial troubles and credit mishaps? HealthDo you try one new diet after another but nothing works! Love- Are you tired of relationships turning sour and
unable to find your perfect soul mate? Career- Do you hate your job and keep looking at the watch at work?
Networking- Are you unable to find helpful people in the world of lying, backstabbing and dirty tricks?
Decendants- Are you unable to conceive a child and raise a family? Education - Do you want to shine in your
examination? Is every step becoming another mistake you regret? Are you trying to make a better sense of
whats going on in your life? Fame- Is someone stealing away the recognition, respect and fame for your hard
work? Are you looking for fame, adulation and be in the news for good reasons? With me you will learn: How
to decorate your bedroom to bring back the romantic passion missing from your love or married life. You will
learn where to place your decorative items, what colors to use on the walls, the best place your sofas, bed,
stove, mirrors, water fountains, plants so that you can maximise the 8 types of luck. Also you will learn how to
make feng shui adjustments to protect your home, wealth and loved ones. Its a disgrace for you to stay where
you are and to not know these tips and secrets. Because , So many people including rich and famous
celebrities use these secrets to improve wealth, social status and happiness. Dont miss a thing! There are 3
ways to make fengshui-tips. It covers all new pages since the last issue. I promise to use it only to send you
Feng Shui Tips. Keep up-to-date with all new fengshui-tips. For a personalised Feng Shui Consultation go to
my contact us page. Here you will find a questionaire with a lot of questions. Dont worry, these are "yes" or
"no" questions. All you have to do is tick the right option. And then I can give you feng shui tips personalised
to your home. You can find the contact us page at the top of my website. Or it leaves me feeling drained out?
Or he prefers to watch tv or drink with his friends?
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Creating Sacred Space How feng shui can enhance your living space Whether you live in an apartment
surrounded by buildings or a temple surrounded by mountains, your space is sacred. By being aware and
conscious of each element in your environment, you can create a place to manifest your dreams and to
enhance the quality of your life. The essence of feng shui, the Chinese art of placement, is the creation of a
harmony and a dynamic balance between your "inner" space and your "exterior" space. In order to create
happiness and peace within yourself, it is best to exercise mindfulness at many levels and dimensions. You
also need to support your physical self with spaces that are spiritually nurturing as well as beautiful and
functional. First of all, ask yourself: What does this space mean to me? How did I get here? Where did I get
these objects or furnishings? What is their history? Am I collecting too much stuff? Are all the different
aspects of my life balanced? Once you become mindful of these questions, you realize that your physical
space is a mirror of your life. With the utmost attention to the details of your surroundings, you can increase
your sensitivity to the balance or imbalance of your life. The Chinese have developed a very interesting logic
as to how we can enhance success in our life. By practicing proper feng shui, doing good deeds, and
continuing studies for self-knowledge and development, we can improve luck and destiny. In the philosophy
of feng shui, self-knowledge includes the study of the symbolic associations of "shapes," "altars," and
"colors," all of which help to reinforce our intentions and the spiritual essence of life. Shapes Round
symbolizes heaven, and square symbolizes earth. When these two shapes come together, it is a universal
recognition of the balance and harmony between heaven and earth. Integrating these two simple geometric
shapes into the design of your space is a wonderful way to create a harmonious and spiritual environment.
Some decorating possibilities to create this include placing a round mirror on a square wall or positioning a
round coffee table surrounded by comfortable pillows on a square or rectangular oriental carpet. A good
example in feng shui is an arched door representative of both the physical and ethereal forms of the human
figure. Walking through an arched opening is a much different experience than walking through the typical
rectangular door opening. The arch welcomes you into another dimension of space and time. Altars Altars or
sacred areas in your room need not be filled with deities nor angels to become a spiritual place. The essence of
an altar is to create your own special area that supports, focuses, and enhances your inner being as well as the
dreams you are manifesting in your physical world. An altar consists of the four natural elements: Placing a
large rose quartz crystal or beautiful, lush green plants with rounded leaves or a colorful bouquet of flowers on
an altar supports the earth element. Buying flowers for yourself symbolizes good luck and enhances your
self-esteem. Wind can be symbolized by the gentle fragrance of incense, an aromatic essential oil, or simply
the feather from a bird. Fire can be symbolized by the candles that bring positive light energy into your
cherished space. And the simple ritual of changing a small cup of water three times a day can cleanse and
purify your space. Colors Colors can literally paint a spiritual space. Colors can calm, excite, or simply make a
creative space for life visions. For example, rainbow colors represent healing. The sun shining through a
multifaceted crystal creates a rainbow of colors that permeate your space, as Mother Nature uses her own
palette of colors--red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet--to enhance your physical and spiritual
surroundings. The color palette of the Six True Colors in a Tibetan Buddhist monastery--red, yellow, blue,
green, white, and black--can support and sustain the spirituality of your life. Additionally, certain colors are
associated with specific emotional states. It is also related to fame and carries connotations of strength, energy,
and sexual power. Green is the color of growth and is associated with the family. Thus, in the case of a
divorced woman who was experiencing conflict with her children, I suggested that she paint a wall in her
living room an apple green to promote growth and renewal and to encourage her to find dynamic ways of
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strengthening her relationship with her children. A deeper understanding of the ancient art of feng shui can
help us understand and embrace our surroundings, drawing support from the elements we live among. Feng
shui is the language of space. It is thus a great gift, a blessing, which I now commit to your keeping.
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When deciding to apply feng shui techniques within your home, you must first examine the areas in which you
wish to transform your hopes and dreams into a successful reality. According to the classical bagua, or feng
shui energy map, specific regions of your home match up with the eight main directions on the compass,
which in turn corresponds to an area of life. The eight areas represented on the bagua are: For example, if your
wishes relate to financial prosperity, you will want to focus on establishing a clear energy flow in the
southeast region of your dwelling. Once you are prepared to organize your living space in the feng shui
tradition, try the following twelve methods for achieving your ambitions. Maintain Living Spaces Free From
Clutter And Dust An abundance of clutter, including old papers, unused housewares and long-forgotten items
in need of repair, serves as a physical manifestation of blocked energy. Similarly, the presence of dust and dirt
throughout your home is not conducive to the feng shui process. Increase your likelihood of success by
cleaning and maintaining living spaces as well as garages, closets and basements. Infuse The Rooms In Your
Home With Positive Energy Energy that brings about the good fortune which you desire flows much more
organically through bright, warm and welcoming rooms than dark, dreary and somber ones. Transform your
rooms according to feng shui by adding both desk lamps and natural light sources, installing overhead lights,
painting walls in vivid colors and decorating with wood and metal furnishings in pastel hues. Integrate Artistic
Mediums Into Your Daily Life If you have a talent for creating art in any medium, such as playing a musical
instrument, sculpting, painting or weaving, consider practicing your art within certain areas of your home. The
creative energy and emotional bonds associated with unique artistic endeavors bolster a feng shui
environment. Make art in ways that bring you peace, motivation and all-around positivity. Utilize The Five
Main Feng Shui Elements Five elements â€” water, earth, wood, fire and metal â€” are commonly used in feng
shui for the purpose of bringing energy forces into balance and encouraging a flow of prosperity within certain
regions of the bagua. Incorporate pieces containing these elements, such as fountains, green plants, metal or
wood furniture and fireplaces, in whichever rooms correspond to your desired manifestations. Create An
Outdoor Garden Space Just as the interior of your home should be balanced with feng shui energy, the outdoor
area surrounding your dwelling is also important to consider if you wish to change your luck for the better.
Try planting a garden near your front door â€” this encourages a natural flow of earthly energy from the
exterior of your home through the entryway. Consider Your Usage Of Certain Shapes And Colors Colors and
shapes play a role in balancing the energy needed to bring about success and happiness in your life. Choose
colors that correspond to your choice of feng shui elements for example, red and orange for fire, green and
brown for wood, and blue and black for water. Shapes, such as round for metal and square for earth, also
strengthen energy flow. Take care to always keep this trinity balanced in tandem with feng shui principles,
staying aware of the fact that rearranging furniture in one room may necessitate changes in the others. Explore
Various Scents For Your Home Infuse pleasant-smelling scents, including lavender, cinnamon, vanilla, sage
and citrus, into your home as a method of balancing feng shui elements, promoting positive energy, and
boosting your overall well-being. These scents can be introduced through mediums such as incense, candles,
essential oils, perfumes and room sprays. Focus on choosing scents for your entryway, kitchen, bathrooms,
living areas and sleeping areas. When arranging the placement of objects in a room for the purpose of
improving your life, pay attention to the placement of smaller objects on smaller surfaces as well. For
example, determine how the contents on a desk-top within your study can most effectively be arranged.
Perform A House Cleansing Or Blessing Sometimes, despite your best efforts to organize your home in the
feng shui tradition, negative energy from unpleasant past events, prior clutter or general misfortune lingers and
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prevents your dreams for a better life from manifesting. In this instance, consider rituals for cleansing and
blessing your environment, such as wiping walls with salt, taking a salt bath or sprinkling rice outdoors.
Welcome The Peaceful Sounds Of Nature The sounds of nature, such as water flowing, birds singing, crickets
chirping and wind blowing, provide a harmonious background for your energy-infused, feng shui-oriented
home. Open windows in order to allow these sounds to enter your dwelling organically, or play recordings of
nature sounds in rooms that correspond to your areas of ambition on the bagua. Because the art of feng shui
entails a number of schools, principles and methods, you can delve quite far into more nuanced techniques for
helping your dreams to come true. Approach an expert practitioner of feng shui for assistance in directing
positive energy throughout even the smallest elements of your home. Alternatively, you may wish to read
books detailing both classical and modern forms of the tradition. Julia Wright When you need advice and
inspiration on what looks good, what works where and how to declutter your home, Julia Wright has the
answers. Julia initially worked in theatre design making props and backdrops for many high profile shows and
musicals. Her love of interior design eventually drove her to set up her own interior design agency, which she
still runs today. With a passion of colour, functionality and the latest home design trends, you can be sure Julia
will help you to give your home the wow factor.
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Alternatively, have you ever had something so life-changing happen, you feel like your life will never be the
same again? Either event could leave you feeling overwhelmed, maybe even helpless. But what if we told you
the answer to reinvention and getting a fresh start could be found right in your own home? How to Feng Shui
Your Home: Basically, by allowing energy to flow freely through your home, you can manifest your desires.
Want better relationships with your family and friends? Want to find love? Feng shui could help you attain all
of those things. According to Lohan, feng shui is an opportunity to create a space that matches your dreams
and desires. The south area of your home pertains to fame. Here, focus on the color red. The southwest area of
your home pertains to love and marriage. Here, add red, pink and white hues. Focus on black, blue and green.
Use white, gray and black hues. Northeast impacts spiritual growth. East affects your health. Use yellows,
oranges and browns. How to Feng Shui Small Spaces: Lohan says there are plenty of basic tips and steps you
can take to improve your environment and uncover the hidden energies in your home that are repelling what
you want in your life. Lohan recommends using your home like a vision board for what you want in life
moving forward â€” that it should not be a "shrine to the past. Want a more vibrant home? To bring more life
and vibrancy to your home, consider adding indoor plants. And for harmonious, loving energy, add rose quartz
crystals to your home. She also recommends always keeping the toilet seat down; this will also help keep you
from losing money. Want good, positive energy? Lohan also recommends taking a look at your front door: Is
it inviting, welcoming and easy to access? Feng shui would clear this and help make way for positive new
relationships and eliminate the chances of it repeating. Start in the bedroom and the southwest area of the
home. Lohan also recommends doing a space clearing in your home. To do this, light white sage or incense or
use sound to shift any negative energies. If you got fired or quit a job and are unsure what to do next, declutter
the north area of your home. And if you are expecting a baby and want a harmonious environment for your
child, feng shui the home before childbirth. Every little step helps Regardless of your situation, feng shui can
help create a happier environment.
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Chapter 8 : How to Use Feng Shui to Attract Money and Wealth | Fab How
Dana Claudat is a modern feng shui master, designer, and founder of the blog The Tao of Dana. She is a
Stanford-educated art historian with more than a decade of experience in design, feng shui, and research with
thousands of clients, yet her approach to space is simple.

Chapter 9 : Bring Your Dreams To Fruition With These 12 Feng Shui Techniques
Feng shui is the harmonization of your energy with your home's energy â€” it aligns your environment (i.e., your home)
with want you want. Basically, by allowing energy to flow freely through.
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